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From 9-26 October 2015 the Netherlands Aerospace Centre (NLR) in cooperation with Delft University of Technology (DUT) has executed Clean Sky flight trials with the Cessna Citation II research aircraft. The trials consisted of several descents and approaches at the Eelde airport near Groningen, demonstrating the TEMO (Time and Energy Managed Operations) concept developed in the Clean Sky Joint Technology Initiative research programme as part of the Systems for Green Operations (SGO) Integrated Technology Demonstrator.

A TEMO descent aims to achieve an energy-managed idle-thrust continuous descent operation (CDO) while satisfying ATC time constraints, to maintain runway throughput. An optimal descent plan is calculated with an advanced on-board real-time aircraft trajectory optimisation algorithm considering forecasted weather and aircraft performance. The optimised descent plan was executed using the speed-on-elevator mode of an experimental Fly-By-Wire (FBW) system connected to the pitch servo motor of the Cessna Citation II aircraft. Several TEMO conceptual variants have been flown. It has been demonstrated that the TEMO concept enables arrival with timing errors below 10 seconds. The project was realised with the support of CONCORDE partners Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) and PildoLabs from Barcelona, and the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI).
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ATC & Air Traffic Control \\
ATS & Air Transportation System \\
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CTA & Controlled Time of Arrival \\
CTI & Controlled Time Interval \\
DUT & Delft University of Technology \\
EFIS & Electronic Flight Instrument System \\
FAP & Final Approach Point \\
FAS & Final Approach Speed \\
FBW & Fly By Wire \\
FMS & Flight Management System \\
FTIS & Flight Test Instrumentation System \\
G/S & Glide Slope \\
HMI & Human Machine Interface
\end{tabular}
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INTRODUCTION

The expected growth in air traffic combined with an increased public concern for the environment, have forced legislators to rethink the current air traffic system design. The current air traffic system operates at its capacity limits and is expected to lead to increased delays if traffic levels grow even further. Both in the United States and Europe, research projects have been initiated to develop the future Air Transportation System (ATS) to address capacity, and environmental, safety and economic issues. To address the environmental issues during descent and approach, a novel Continuous Descent Operations (CDO) concept, named Time and Energy Managed Operations (TEMO), has been developed co-sponsored by the Clean Sky Joint Undertaking. It uses energy principles to reduce fuel burn, gaseous emissions and noise nuisance whilst maintaining runway capacity. Different from other CDO concepts, TEMO optimizes the descent by using energy management to achieve a continuous engine-idle descent, while satisfying time constraints on both the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) and the runway threshold. As such, TEMO uses time-metering at two control points to facilitate flow management and arrival spacing.

TEMO is in line with SESAR step 2 capabilities, since it proposes 4D trajectory management and is aimed at providing significant environmental benefits in the arrival phase without negatively affecting throughput, even in high density and peak-hour operations. In particular, TEMO addresses SESAR operational improvement (OI) TS-103: Controlled Time of Arrival (CTA) through use of datalink [1].

TEMO has been validated starting from initial performance batch studies at Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 3, up to Human-in-the-Loop studies in realistic environments using a moving base flight simulator at TRL 5 ([2]-[6]).

In this paper the definition, preparation, performance and analysis of a flight test experiment is described with the objective to demonstrate the ability of the TEMO algorithm to provide accurate and safe aircraft guidance toward the Initial Approach Fix (IAF), and further down to the Stabilization Point (1000 ft AGL), to demonstrate the ability of the TEMO algorithm to meet absolute time requirements at IAF and/or runway threshold and to evaluate the performance of the system under test (e.g. fuel usage).

The outline of this paper is as follows: the next session discusses the Time and Energy Managed Operations (TEMO) concept. In Section IV a description is provided of the set-up of the flight trials and test equipment. Section V discusses the results of the trials by assessing the measured data and gathered pilot feed back. The final section comes to conclusions.
III. TIME AND ENERGY MANAGED OPERATION (TEMO)

The core principle of the TEMO concept is that the energy of the aircraft (speed and altitude) is managed in such a way that the ATC time requirements are fulfilled: speed on elevator is used to convert potential energy into kinetic energy at the appropriate rate. An optimization process determines the best energy trajectory, which minimizes the use of throttle and speed brake. TEMO implies that speed and vertical profiles are dynamically adjusted along the descent in case time and/or energy deviations exceed some predefined thresholds.

In the TEMO concept of operations the optimal descent trajectory is computed by the FMS while the aircraft is in cruise, well before the Top of Descent (ToD). The descent is optimized with respect to thrust (i.e. zero throttle) and speed brakes and incorporates applicable standard operational procedures. The optimal outcome is not a fixed vertical trajectory from ToD to ILS glideslope intercept, as generated in current FMS implementations, but a speed plan, implying a preplanned speed as a function of distance to prescribed points along a fixed arrival routing. The FMS will be triggered to re-plan the trajectory when the following occurs:

- ATC may request the aircraft to fulfil a specific time requirement at the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) or at the runway threshold.
- Due to model inaccuracies, meteorological uncertainties or flight guidance errors, the aircraft may deviate from the planned trajectory. TEMO algorithms continuously monitor time and energy errors (in terms of potential and kinetic energy) at the current position. When the errors exceed some allowable error margin, a new trajectory is calculated from the aircraft current state to the runway threshold.

In both cases, the trajectory re-planning consists of initiating an optimization algorithm aiming at minimizing throttle and speed brake usage; at the same time the ATC time requirements (if applicable) are fulfilled (see also Figure 1).

![Figure 1 Controlled Time Constraint (CTA) at IAF and runway threshold](image)

Note that any sustained time and/or energy error could also be resolved using tactical guidance, which also monitors the time and energy errors but takes immediate action to resolve the observed error by commanding calibrated airspeed and/or thrust changes to nullify the error. The Continuous Descent Approaches for Maximum Predictability concept [7], uses a similar tactical approach by using a groundspeed control-law to solve accumulated errors during the execution of an idle descent. The current implementation of TEMO can use both strategic or tactical guidance methods, which was also subject of study in these trials.
From an ATC point of view, the TEMO concept assumes that the arrival management automation will use available trajectory information to determine the preferred landing route, landing sequence, inter-aircraft spacing, and arrival schedule based on the capabilities and constraints of the inbound aircraft, as well as the scheduled airport constraints (such as runway configuration, mixed-use runway use, dependent approaches, and weather conditions). The scheduling process will be coordinated with adjacent ATC centres and when the schedule is frozen a fixed RNAV arrival route (to the runway) with Controlled Time of Arrival (CTA) at the IAF (or other relevant points) will be provided.

When entering the TMA, ATC may either complement or substitute the CTA instruction with a CTA at the runway threshold or a Controlled Time Interval (CTI) instruction to facilitate relative spacing between the own aircraft and a designated aircraft ahead. The assigned control times will be entered into the aircraft’s system and used as time requirements by the on-board TEMO toolset which resides in the on-board Flight Management System (FMS).

The FMS may also compute the so-called Earliest and Latest trajectories at the runway threshold (and/or IAF). They have an important operational value, since they will allow the aircraft crew to know the feasible time window at the runway threshold (and/or at the IAF). Thus, knowing these lower and upper time bounds the aircraft crew will be able to accept or reject the requested CTA/CTI.

Along the descent the crew will monitor the operation and configure the aircraft as directed by the guidance application. Separation responsibility will remain with ATC as no transfer of responsibility will take place.

TEMO operations will cease, when the aircraft is on the correct lateral and vertical path and in the desired landing configuration and thrust is stabilized and set to maintain the target Final Approach Speed (FAS). This stabilization point is targeted at 1000 ft above threshold elevation.

IV. FLIGHT TEST SETUP

The following section outlines the flight test setup in terms of objectives, equipment, HMI, scenarios and flights.

A. Objectives

The main objectives of the TEMO trails were:

- Demonstrate the ability of the TEMO algorithm to provide accurate and safe aircraft guidance toward the Stabilization Point (1000ft AGL).
- Demonstrate the ability of the TEMO algorithm to meet absolute time requirements at IAF and/or runway threshold.
- Obtain pilot feedback on operational and safety aspects
- Collect data to allow for TEMO performance evaluation

B. Test aircraft

The test aircraft was a Cessna Citation II aircraft (Figure 2), jointly operated by Netherlands Aerospace Centre (NLR) and Delft University of Technology (DUT).

The test aircraft has had an advanced cockpit upgrade in 2011 with the installation of a Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21 Electronic Flight Instrument System (EFIS). The test aircraft is equipped with an Universal Avionics Flight Management System (FMS) for managing lateral navigation. The aircraft may be operated single pilot. Optionally on the right side of the cockpit experimental display(s) may be installed by replacing one or both Pro Line EFIS displays.
C. Experimental equipment

The architecture of the on-board implementation of the TEMO concept is depicted in Figure 3. At the core is the TEMO trajectory optimiser in the Research Flight Management System (RFMS) application. The implementation of the TEMO trajectory optimiser used in these flight trials is calling the advanced CONOPT nonlinear programming (NLP) optimiser to solve the large scale optimisation problem. Within the RFMS also the TEMO time and energy deviation monitoring take place, and triggering of replans when required. Furthermore, the weather tool called WEMSGEN processes the available weather forecast into spline coefficients suitable as input for the trajectory optimiser. The weather tool accepts as input GRIB formatted forecast data provided by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) or in-flight measured data collected by the test aircraft during a run. Both, the optimiser and the weather tool have been developed by the Clean Sky FASTOP consortium.

To execute an optimised trajectory, its speed plan should be followed in Speed-on-Elevator (SoE) mode and its thrust/speed brake plan (read: energy plan) preferably using an Auto Throttle/ Auto Speed Brake system.
In the test aircraft no Auto Throttle or Auto Speed Brake system is available. Therefore the energy plan is followed manually by the test pilot using graphical cues on the experimental display in the cockpit. The speed plan is flown using an experimental Fly-By-Wire (FBW) system developed by the TUD. If the FBW system is active, the Citation A/P is disconnected and the actuators are controlled by the FBW system. The input signals of the FBW are calculated by the Flight Test Instrumentation System (FTIS) based upon the optimised speed plan as provided by the RFMS. The FBW input signals for lateral navigation are based upon lateral guidance signals given by the RFMS.

In addition, the FTIS functions as an interface to the Citation aircraft for the experimental equipment, and incorporates data logging functionality. An dedicated platform is generating the TEMO HMI for the cockpit touch screen display (Figure 4). The TEMO HMI has been implemented using an NLR in-house developed display prototyping tool called Vincent. Vincent enables quick and flexible avionics display prototyping for evaluation purposes. The LOG platform was responsible for logging all data generated by the experimental equipment. The FTIS, RFMS, LOG and HMI computer platforms were all installed in 17” racks mounted in the back of the Citation cabin (Figure 5).
D. Cockpit TEMO HMI

In Figure 6 the TEMO cockpit HMI variant is shown for the case that time and energy deviations are both compensated for by triggering replans (strategic guidance). The HMI consists of a Primary Flight Display (PFD), Navigation Display (ND), Vertical Situation Display (VSD) and a Time & Energy Display (TED). On left side of the TED two vertical bar indicators indicate the current energy and time deviation by an magenta dot and the current allowed margins in green at the top and bottom of the bars. The third bar indicator shows the planned and actual N1, and the most right bar indicator shows the planned and actual Speed Brake (SB) action. The planned N1 and SB cues on the display were used by the test pilot to "simulate" an Auto Throttle and Auto Speed Brake system. Furthermore, the TEMO calculated speed is indicated by a magenta dot on the PFD speed tape, and the TEMO predicted altitude on the PFD altitude tape, both by a magenta dot. In addition, cues were provided on the PFD to timely indicate aircraft configuration changes. The thick parts of the green route/profile line on the ND and VSD indicate segments were non-idle thrust is planned.
In total 4 different HMI variants have been used during the trials, three corresponding with a TEMO conceptual variant and one for the FMS baseline variant.

### E. Test Route
All flight test runs started with the aircraft at FL240 using a slightly modified REKKEN1G standard terminal arrival route (STAR). The approach procedure was the TOLKO1G, a P-RNAV ILS CAT-I approach for runway 23 at Eelde airport in the Netherlands (Figure 7). On the leg from EH522 toward EH521 the TEMO scenario started. Before reaching ToD an ATC time constraint at the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) TOLKO was included. Likewise, when approaching TOLKO another ATC time constraint was imposed at the landing runway threshold. At the airport the aircraft made a low approach overflying the runway threshold as a data point. When remaining fuel allowed for, the aircraft returned to EH522 to start a new run.
F. Altitude and speed profile

In Figure 8 a typical altitude (red) and speed (blue) profile is shown generated enroute before the first ATC time constraint is included. As already mentioned, the speed profile after ToD is followed in SoE mode with idle thrust. The trajectory optimiser takes care that the generated speed profile complies with all relevant flight operational constraints and with all ATC constraints as defined for considered arrival and approach procedure. The resulting speed margin is shown as light blue area around the blue speed profile line.

Figure 8 Typical altitude and speed profile

G. Flights and Scenarios

The Clean Sky Citation flight trials took place in the period from 9th till 26th of October 2015. In total 9 flights were performed: 3 shakedown flights and 6 test measurement flights. Four test pilots were involved.

Generally, in a measurement flight a maximum of 3 á 4 runs may be performed. The following three TEMO guidance variants have been tested:

- Time and Energy both strategical (Ts-Es)
- Time tactical and Energy strategic (Tt-Es)
- Time and Energy both tactical (Tt-Et)

Together with the FMS step baseline variant this makes in total 4 conceptual variants. Each variant has been tested for four different pairs of Controlled Time of Arrival (CTA) at the IAF/Runway Threshold relative to the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) obtained in absence of any timing requirements: 0/0, +30s/+15s, +20s/+10s, and -20s/-10s. So, consequently, 16 different scenarios can be identified, if we define a scenario by the conceptual variant considered together with the CTA pair imposed. All 16 scenarios have been tested at least once. Test pilots were tasked to fly the aircraft by monitoring/controlling speed, thrust, and speed brake action, following the TEMO related cues on the PFD and TED display. Entering incoming CTAs from ATC were performed by the experiment leader seated in the cabin.
Note that during all first runs in a measurement flight, the weather forecast provided by the KNMI was used by the trajectory optimiser. In the succeeding runs, in-flight measured weather data of the previous run was used as weather forecast.

V. ASSESSMENT RESULTS

A. Time Performance and Efficiency

Time deviations at the IAF were relatively small. In all runs absolute time errors at the IAF stayed within 5 seconds.

In Figure 9 the time deviations and fuel consumption are shown for the Final Approach Fix (FAP). We observe that in general timing at the FAP for TEMO runs is more accurate than for the FMS runs.

In Figure 10 time deviation and fuel consumption at the runway threshold are shown. When we compare these time deviations, then it is noticed that in the last part of the flight on the G/S, time deviations increased with respect to the deviations at the FAP. In almost all runs the aircraft arrives earlier than planned. Underlying causes are

- Aircraft speed deviations from planned speed due to performance model inaccuracies and guidance inaccuracies (manual flown)
- Wind forecast errors on the G/S

![Figure 9: Time deviation and fuel consumption at FAP](image)

Note that on the G/S, time deviations were not corrected anymore (either strategically or tactically).

With respect to efficiency it is observed that in general TEMO runs reaching lower values of fuel consumption than FMS runs.
B. Flight operational and safety aspects

After each run during flight, and after each flight in the debriefing, flight crew were questioned and comments were gathered. In general, the TEMO flight operation was assessed by the test pilots as safe and acceptable. However the following observations and comments were made with respect to TEMO planning aspects:

- The transition phase of a plan was in some cases too dynamic. Too large vertical speed and IAS changes in a relatively short time were planned, which couldn’t be properly followed by the aircraft. This situation may even trigger another re-plan, which is not desirable. The transition phase of a plan is the first part of a replan of limited duration (maximal 20 seconds) to “connect” the aircraft current state to a state appropriate for the phase of flight. This issue can be addressed by tuning the parameters in the trajectory optimiser associated with this phase.
- In a few runs the number of replans was considered too large by the test pilots (more than 10 replans). This makes a descent too much unpredictable and therefore less operationally acceptable. It was recommended by the test pilots to limit the number of replans during descent.
- In a few occasions the required calculation time to replan, was larger than expected (more than 20 seconds). It was recommended by the test pilots to limit the calculation time to 20 seconds.
- Anti-icing was not considered in the plan, however the resulting delta in the thrust settings has a significant effect on the energy state of the aircraft, and therefore should be taken into account when optimising the descent trajectory.

And with respect to TEMO guidance aspects, it was observed that:

- Speed plan used for vertical guidance, was followed well (mean speed error within 1 kt).
- During shakedown flights, the lateral guidance provided by the experimental FMS appeared to be not suitable as input for the FBW lateral controller. Therefore it was decided to use Citation FMS for lateral guidance in the measurement flights.
It was observed that the planned route was followed well, although the actual distance flown was in most runs a bit larger than the distance planned.

- **Interception at ILS G/S** sometimes not properly performed. In some runs the G/S was attempted to intercept from below, but by following the TEMO calculated speed and energy plan, the aircraft would not intercept but instead stay below the G/S. This issue can be addressed at procedural level in various ways.

- **TEMO Es-Ts guidance variant** gives in general least nr of replans. This can be explained by recalling that the tactical time controller add a delta speed on top of the optimal calculated speed, to compensate for an observed time deviation. By flying another speed than planned, the aircraft’s energy state will start to deviate from the planned energy and therefore trigger a replan once the allowed energy margin is impaired.

Note that except for the ILS G/S interception, all of the above listed observations or comments which needs to be addressed, are at implementation level.

Finally it is mentioned that the TEMO HMI was received well by the test pilots. Most of the pilots are comfortable with the TEMO visual indicators displayed and consider they are very useful and necessary. In general the test pilots were able to follow the N1 and speed brakes indicators very well. The altitude and time energy indicators were well appreciated by the pilots and they expressed it was an intuitive way to understand why a plan is working, and when to expect a replan.

VI. CONCLUSION

Although the test platform had some constraints and limitations due to the lack of some TEMO supporting automation, the TEMO concept has been successfully tested in a real-world environment with positive results and feedback of participants.

The flight trials have indicated that two aspects at conceptual level of a TEMO flight operation require further attention: the ILS G/S interception and managing time deviations on the ILS Glide Slope. Both aspects are solvable and needs to be addressed in a next step.

Furthermore, the flight trials have demonstrated that TEMO flight operations are safe and pilot acceptable. It has been demonstrated the accurate timing can be achieved while preserving fuel benefits in line with current day fuel consumption of CDAs. A promising prospect that indicates that the capacity challenge can be addressed while greening aviation!
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